Introducing Performance Plus. The new standard for clean.
The health of your workforce is certainly
one of your top priorities. So why is it
that most maintenance companies clean
and maintain your building with only
appearance in mind?
Introducing Performance Plus, a new
standard for commercial cleaning
exclusively available from City Wide.
We believe every building deserves the
opportunity to function at its highest and
healthiest potential. Performance Plus
delivers just that, letting you thrive in a
clean environment at a price that won’t
break the bank.

Our goal is to provide you with a cleaner,
healthier building at a more competitive price.
City Wide has chosen to employ more high
efficient strategies and methods to remove
more dirt in less time.

A cleaner environment is a healthier environment.

With City Wide’s Performance Plus, dirt will be a thing of the past. Our system is unique in the industry because
our focus directly attacks the problem of indoor air quality. We looked at every function it takes to maintain your
building including chemicals, training and equipment. A high performance, strategic approach for each area was
developed and now only green chemicals, advanced equipment and a team clean approach are executed with
Performance Plus.
While other companies may spend less time in your building and skim over areas in order to give you a lower bid,
City Wide has chosen to employ these high efficient strategies and methods to remove more dirt in less time.

Performance Plus also performs on the bottom line.

Our goal is to provide you with a cleaner, healthier building at a more competitive price. We know you want to
be socially and economically responsible, but we also understand that you want to be financially responsible. After
extensive research of other high performance cleaning certifications in the industry, City Wide blended the most
effective methods and tactics to create its unique, proprietary program to allow your employees to thrive in a
highly maintained building while increasing the air quality and cleanliness, not the bill.
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Look for us today.
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